
Being Agreeable with my Agreement 

Being Agreeable is the ability to agree and the ability to never disagree. 

Even when someone’s perspective is different to mine, I never disagree. 

I always agree to allow all others to agree their own perspective. 

I agree to allow all others to follow their own path. 

All others have my full agreement to have and to hold their own perspective. 

Whether I share or differ from their beliefs, opinions or convictions is not important to me. 

What is important to me is that I agree that another’s beliefs, opinions and convictions are 

theirs, and I respect that as being so. 

My agreement is to live in a contextual field of dual reality existence that allows each 

Individual their individual choice of reality, whether they agree or not. 

My agreement is with my choice of reality, not someone else’s. 

I allow all others to follow their agreement without conflict or confrontation with my Self. 

When doing so, I am Being Agreeable. 

My Agreement is always in alignment with my Soul. 

My Soul never disagrees with my Self. 

When I disagree with my Soul, I am out of alignment with my path. 

When I disagree with someone else, it is because no agreement exists. 

We only ever disagree about the nature of reality. 

The nature of reality is that duality allows choice and therefore agreement or disagreement. 

It is the personal perspective of an Individual Self that agrees with the personal perspective of 

another Individual Self, or not. 

All Souls are ever in agreement. 

My agreement with my Soul is in alignment with my Covenant for Life. 

I agreed my covenant and my life path with my Soul, in advance of my journey. 

Any disagreement is a false perspective of my reality. 



My Agreement is for my life to flow effortlessly along my path without any disagreement. 

My Soul’s Agreement is my Covenant with my Self. 

My Vision, Mission & Purpose for this life-time is chosen and agreed. 

The flight-plan is logged with my Soul. 

My Soul agrees to provide my Self with both direction and support. 

My Soul provides my provision for the journey. 

When following my Path, according to my Plan, my Provision is always provided. 

My Soul would not give to my Self a vision without the authority to attain it. 

My Soul would not give to my Self a purpose without the power to achieve it. 

My Soul would not give to my Self a mission without the ability to accomplish it. 

Would my Self undertake such a perilous journey without the inner guidance and provision of 

the Soul? 

It has done for many years. 

Getting my ego Self in alignment and agreement with my Soul has not been an easy path. 

My Soul is always in agreement with my Self. 

I have my Soul’s Agreement whether I am aware of it or not. 

When I am being agreeable, I am in agreement with my Self, my Soul and all other people. 
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